
Market Overview

In the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2022, global rates generally increased especially at the front end of the curves, as government bond 

markets believed central banks had more work to do to bring inflation back under control. On the other hand, most risk assets 

performed well as expectations for a pause and an eventual pivot in monetary policy grew.

Although U.S. core inflation has peaked and started to fall, it is still elevated at 6.0%. The Federal Reserve (Fed) raised rates 125 

basis points (bps) to 4.50% in response, informing the market that it is not done with increases, but will take into consideration the 

lags in monetary policy. Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) participants now believe the Fed funds rate will reach 5.125% 

in 2023. It is likely to remain at this level until at least the end of the year as inflation is expected to be elevated at 3.5%. The Fed is 

now projecting to cut rates by 100 bps in both 2024 and 2025 when inflation finally returns to 2%. However, the market is currently 

looking for an effective peak of 5% in mid-2023 with rate cuts to start in the fourth quarter of 2023.

The Bank of Canada (BoC) increased its target for the overnight rate by 100 bps to 4.25% over the last three months, bringing 

cumulative rate hikes to 400 bps for the year. Bond yields moved in the same direction as the central bank, but the curve continued 

to invert. Two-year Canada bond yields jumped 26 bps to 4.05%, but 30-year Canada bond yields increased only 19 bps to 3.28%. 

This is because long-term slower growth, lower inflation, and interest rate cuts are anticipated. With inflation still well above target, 

the BoC is expected to continue to tighten monetary policy. The market has built in an overnight rate of 4.65% by mid-2023 or 

another 40 bps of rate hikes. Before the year’s end cuts to 4.25% are expected.

The aforementioned developments caused the 2-year Canada yield to jump 26 bps to 4.05%, and the 10-year Canada yield to 

increase 13 bps to 3.30%. In this environment, short-term Provincial spreads on average tightened by 1.5 bps, and short-term 

corporate spreads tightened by 9.5 basis points to 152 bps. 

Short-term rated municipal spread performance was fairly flat versus provincials while non-rated municipals outperformed 

provincials by approximately 4 bps given its higher beta profile.

Quarter in Review

Over the fourth quarter of 2022, HMP’s absolute return was a function of carry coupled with tightening non-rated municipal spreads, which 

more than offset the negative impact of increasing rates at the short end of the curve. 

HMP has utilized the widening of spreads to opportunistically add to overweight in primary and secondary markets, as the ETF portfolio 

continues to provide stable carry-over provincials and potential spread compression. Non-rated municipal spreads in the five-year term are 

approximately 100 bps relative to provincials which are, historically, an attractive entry point. 
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Outlook & Positioning 

Inflation will continue to be key to the direction of bond yields. The BoC and the Fed were very aggressive in hiking rates in 2022, but 

this tightening cycle is anticipated to end during the first half of 2023. With the overnight rate in Canada now at 4.25%, monetary policy 

is well into the restrictive territory and is likely to hurt domestic demand throughout the year. Inflation has moderated from the highs of 

last summer, but remains well above 2%. Although the BoC is forecast to stop hiking this year, they will have to keep rates elevated for a 

long period before underlying inflation falls back to target. 

Portfolio duration and curve positioning ended the year close to the index. HMP will continue to trade the portfolio as the market is likely 

to be very volatile as participants try to determine the timing of the first interest rate cut. 

In Canada, although rate cuts are likely to happen before the end of 2023 sticky inflation driven by a tight labor market will draw 

rebounds into 2024. Corporate spreads already reflect the base case of a modest recession, but if the BoC tightens too quickly, HMP will 

look to take profits. If spreads widen to reflect a significant slowdown, HMP will increase exposure. The yield carry is now approximately 

60 bps relative to our benchmark, demonstrating the attractive spreads currently seen in non-rated municipal bonds. HMP will likely 

increase its position should spreads widen in 2023 should compelling opportunities arise.
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Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in the Horizons Active Cdn Municipal Bond ETF  (“HMP” or the “ETF”) managed by Horizons ETFs Manage-
ment (Canada) Inc. The ETF is not guaranteed, its value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The prospectus contains important detailed information about the ETF. Please 
read the relevant prospectus before investing.

Certain statements may constitute a forward-looking statement, including those identified by the expression “expect” and similar expressions (including grammatical variations thereof). The for-
ward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect the author’s current expectations regarding future results or events. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations. These and other factors should be considered carefully and readers should not place undue 
reliance on such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date hereof and the authors do not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that is 
contained herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law.

This communication is intended for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase exchange traded products (the “Horizons Exchange 
Traded Products”) managed by Horizons ETFs Management (Canada) Inc. and is not, and should not be construed as, investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, and should not be relied upon in 
that regard. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 
changes to their investment strategies. These investments may not be suitable to the circumstances of an investor.

All comments, opinions and views expressed are generally based on information available as of the date of publication and should not be considered as advice to purchase or to sell mentioned 
securities. Before making any investment decision, please consult your investment advisor or advisors.
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